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Bepcgt,Tof .Work
on

Dominion Guj.f Company JUa^ms ̂ Group II ,ln Thackeray Township. Ontf
( during 1951 )

INTRODUCTION

This is a report of work done on the Group II property claims in 
Thackeray Township during the season of 1951. The property consists of the 
following claims -

k 56951 to L 56965 inclusive
L 57059 to L 57063 inclusive
L 57788 to L 57796 inclusive
L 56975

Location

This group of 30 claiins is located principally in Concession III of 
Thackeray Township, Ontario* One claim in the north-west ia in Concession IV.

Thackeray Township is not subdivided and only the outer boundaries 
have been surveyed. A st^el survey post was located at the, 3-mile post on the 
Barnet-Thackeray boundary. One mile south of this steel post| along the 
boundary between Barnet and Thackeray townships, a group of old claim posts 
apparently narks the position of the 2-mile post but the steel post was not 
found.

The south boundary of the property runs due east from these posts for 
if miles, then offsets to the north one claim-length and then runs east along 
the crest of a very high ridge for another li- roileso In the eastern extension 
the group is two-claiias-wide, narrowing to one claim at the far east endo

The claims in the west end of the property form a 20-claim block, 
5-claims-wide north and south. Two claims in the northeast of this block are 
open.

Access .

There are no navigable streams on, or near, the property nor. are there 
any lakes large enough for landing aircraft. Thus the only means of access is 
by roado A passable road leaves highway 101 about 19 miles east of Matheson 
and runs southeast and south 13 miles to a campsite about 1/^-nile north of 
the easterly end of the property. Frora this camp foot-trails lead to all parts 
of the propertyo

Topography

A large plateau occupies the central portion of the property (and 
extends northwestward across that portion of the property mapped in 1950). 
Many deep ravines dissect .the plateau. The level of the plateau is about 200' 
above the surrounding country with occasional hills rising to 250'. A very 
high ridge along the south boundary of the. property probably exceeds 300' in 
elevation above the country to the south, west and east. A range of sand hills 
extends down to the plateau from far to the north. These hills cover most of 
the rock on the northeast side of the plateau except the top 100' of the hills*
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The plateau forms the height of land.between streams draining . 
vest to the Pike River and Gochenour Creek which drains to the east but 
eventually turns westward through a prominent valley about ^-nile south of 
the property.

A neavy forest of birch and moose raaple covers all the plateau. 
Bare rock is only exposed along the walls of the ravines and occasionally 
on the highest hilltops. Even there a thick cover of clay, sand, moss and 
lichen makes it necessary to strip every exposure 0 Because of rapid local 
changes in the nature of the rock, stripping must be quite extensive to 
ensure that the real nature of the rock has been disclosed.

A conspicuous topographic feature is a basin-like depression in 
the west end of the property. Except for a low spot on the west side this 
basin, which covers nine claims or nore, is surrounded on all sides by high 
rocky hills. There are no outcrops within the basin. The mixed birch and 
jackpine forest on,the rest of the property gives way, within the basin, 
to thick spruce with a cedar swamp along the north side.

Surface Work Done

Two geologists, two student assistants, and from three to five 
other workmen were on the property from May 15th to September 15th.

A magnetometer crew, and line-cutters, made a magnetometer survey 
of part of the property in December 1950 and January 1951 until severe ice 
storms caused-the work to be stopped. Many of the cut lines had to be re- 
cut two or more times because of the weight of ice forcing the trees down 
and obliterating the cutting.

The magnetometer work was resumed and completed -in June 1951* 
except for the 9 claims staked in 1951.

6 miles of base line and 28 miles of picket line- were cut, chained 
and surveyed with the magnetometer. This work Covers the property with a 
grid of lines approximately 400' apart. A large number of old workings 
were made by former operators and these, being in most cases completely over 
grown, were cleaned out and the sides stripped. In addition, 40,000 square 
feet of rock vras stripped and about 1,000 cubic feet of trenching done.

GGOlogical Mapping

The picket lines 400 feet apart were used as a control for mapping. 
Two-nan groups worked along the lines vrith ono of the men searching, in the 
thick underbrush, for 200' on either side and the other tying Iri any outcrops 
found by pacing from the measured line.

Because of the very heavy underbrush it was impossible to see out 
crops at even a few feet and they had to be laboriously hunted down., In many 
cases an additional man was required with each party in order that one of 
the party could bo stripping outcrops to obtain samples while the others were 
tying in the outcrops just previously stripped,.

On the attached map many large outcrop areas are shown but in most 
oases these actually consist of scattered small exposures of rock, with 
occasional steep bare cliffs, which have been extended, by digging. Experience
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showed that most of the high ground consists of rock although often with a 
deep cover of sand and clay. The boundaries -of the outcrop areas are often 
indist5nct as the rock gradually becomes covered with a thicker cover of 
sand or boulder.

In general the north sides of the hills have the best rock exposures
and the southern sides are covered by boulder slopes, sloping gently and not
influenced to any extent by the shape of the bedrock.

In the central part of tho plateau a wide area of boulder moraine 
covers all of the rock. These boulders appear to be more rounded than those 
on the boulder slopes and apparently are not of local origin. Most of the 
boulders in the slopes appear to be of local origin. Some are very large and 
it is not improbable that some of the small outcrops, in the more drift-covered 
areas, may be huge boulders.

Rock Tjrpgs

(a) Flows
With the exception of several rather small intrusive bodies, all of 

the exposed rock on the property is a massive lava of basaltic composition. 
The flows appear to be thick and isoclinally folded into a vertical position. 
Well-developed pillows occur at widely-scattered points but with enough 
frequency to indicate that all of the rock is extrusive lava.

In a few places agglomerate facies were seen but because of the 
heavy overburden these could not be followed any distance and the scattered 
occurrences do not align very well in any definite pattern.

Regarding tops of flows, the evidence is that the tops are south 
and that the property is on the south limb of an anticline.

(b) Intrusives
There are two bodies of rhyolite on the property (A and B). They 

appear conformable,generally, with the strike of the flows and thus are sill- 
like, but the wide gradational zone around them and the absence of any observ 
able intrusive characteristic suggests that they are neither inter-flows nor 
sills but are more correctly to be considered as replacement bodieso

There appear to be two plugs of syenitic-to-dioritic intrusive on 
the property (C and D), but they are so poorly exposed that it is quite possible 
for the appearance of a plug-like body to have been created by the accidental 
stripping of a number of the numerous syenite dikes which are widely distributed 
throughout the area. If, by chance, the few scattered places where rook can be 
located through the overbarden, happen to be all or mostly syenite, then the 
impression is that quite a large area is composed of syenite. Assuming that 
this is not the case, two small plugs are located as shown on the map. No 
contacts were found for either.

The widely-distributed syenite dikes vary from those of nearly pure 
felspar, which have no contact effect on the intruded rocks, to otherwise 
similar dikes which have assimilated a great deal of the host rock and have 
a wide band of dioritic or anphibolitic material developed along the boundaries. 
Other dikes have fine-grained or chilled borders, and still others are composed 
of quite long laths of felspar - the typical 'lath porphyry' in which the felspar
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phenocrysts make up almost the entire dike and tend to.be systematically 
arranged with their long axes parallel to the dike walls. It appears very 
unlikely that the phonocrysts were transported into position at their present 
stage of development but rather more likely that they formed in situ by some 
geological factor working on then after they were implacedo

From tlie observation of other areas outside of the property it does 
not appear that there are many wore dikes, per unit of area, on the property 
than there generally are throughout the Lightning River area.

It further seems indicated thut there are several ages of syenite dikes.

Alteration

In addition to the rhyolite bodies previously mentioned there are 
r;.r;y places, especially along the faults, irrespective of their age or orienta 
tion, where considerable silicification has taken place and rhyolitic-appearing 
rock has been produced. Several of the large outcrop areas consist of coarse 
diabasic cores with silicification along the faults which form the boundaries of 
the faults on all sides. From this it would appear that the silicification is 
post faulting*

There are several irregular patches of carbonated rock (E, F and G). 
Some of those are associated with silicified areas and others are quite free of 
quartz in association.

Texture,'within the flows, varies from very fine-grained to very 
coarse material both diabasic and gabbroic. The fact that well-developed pillow 
structures are preserved in some of the coarse diabasic material indicates 
that the coarse phases represent recrystallization of the original basaltic 
flowso The development of felspars in the rooks may indicate the addition of 
calcic or sodic material but that must await thin-section work for confirmation.

Some of the coarser rocks are free of felspars and are apparently 
anphibolltes,, These form a minor amount of the reorystallized rocks. ^er 
fifty percent of all the flow rocks exposed, are coarsely recrystallizedtj

Hinerallzatiqi} - .j

Pyrite is widely distributed, especially a brassy type 
be primary or at least formed during recrystallization.

Generally associated with the silicification and carbonate ; 
but occasionally as disseminations In comparatively unaltered basalt, thstfe is 
a less brassy type of pyrite. This occurs both as extremely fine disseminations 
and as well-developed cubes. Both types locally make up as much as 20^ jof\ the
rock. . . l '\ -

i

A comprehensive program of sampling was instituted with samples\ 
taken for assay from every place where appreciable sulphides were located. \

. - \

It quickly became evident that the brassy pyrite was barren, but \ 
some modest values in gold were obtained from both the finely disseminated \ 
sulphides and the cubic sulphides. The manner in which two samples from the 
 sans pit, both quite heavy in sulphides, would one carry values and the other \ 
be barren, and the facts thet in pne spot it would be the cubic pyrite which 
would run while in other places the finely-disseminated would run, and that
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often out of four or five samples of apparently equal merit only one would run, 
suggests that the gold IB present as freo gold, in such minute quantities ae 
not to be vi ~dble anywhere. These factors also suggest thai the gold is not 
associated with any particular type of sulphide, if it is connected with 
sulphides at all.

The manner in which the sulphides change in crystal foris even within 
the same outcrop suggests that there are probably three, and maybe more, ages of 
sulphide mineralization, or at least that thrjae different sets of conditions 
have arisen which have modified, in different ways, the original or introduced 
sulphides.

. At the extreme south central part of the property there is a for 
mation which has been shown as a carbonatized zone. It is poorly exposed but 
follows a conspicuous valley in which there are two beaver ponds and a creek. 
Where the rock is exposed it consists of a sheared lava in which there are 
large veins of. coarse mssive calcite, with sojr.e lesser ainount of white quartz. 
.Scattered through the calcite in coarse irregular patches there is a consider 
able anount of chalcopyrite. The whole vein would probably run 2;fc or yfa copper.

Where not covered by beaver pond much of the zone is covered by the 
boulder moraine. It may be only coincidence then that the two places where the 
rock is exposed, within the valley, consist largely of the calcite vein material 
in a host rock of sheared basalt, ,

It is considered that this zone is a zone of tension and adjustment 
between a north-south fault, which bounds it on the east, and a north-west fault 
which apparently cuts it off on the west.

No extensive quarts veins were developed on the property but occasionally 
the silicification is so intense that the rock is completely -replaced. Such 
occurrences are usually laced with a fine network of late quajrtz veinlets, which 
nay be the result of sorte of the siliceous material being mobilized by heat, 
pressure or deformation at a later date.

North of the camp, at the northern edge of the plateau, and off the 
property, there is an east-west band in which there are a large number of white 
quartz veins (H), They-are quite barren and only one age of quartz appears to 
be present. Very sparingly, an odd fleck of galena occurs in the quartz, and 
there are a few specks of pyrite finely disseminated in some patches of the wall 
rock but certainly not in worthwhile quantity.

i

Structure

(a) Folding * - r
There is evidence, froir, scattered occurrences of pillowed lava, ana 

from some poorly exposed aggl.oir.erat i c and amygdoloidal flow tops, that the lava 
flous face south and are folded into a vertical position* There is very little 
evidence of lateral folding other than a gradual change, over the three-mile 
length of the property, from a strike of about BO0 at the east end to about 950 
at the west end.

Some pillow lava determinations just east of the basin-like depression 
suggest strikes there of about 450 ^o 600 ^u^ these determinations are not too 
oertaino
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Faulting is much nore important, structurally, in the area than 
folding (after the initial isoclinal folding). At least three systems of 
faulting are present. Two of these, in which the faults strike north-south 
and east-west, may be complementary. The third, in which the faults strike 
north-west, seems unrelated and later than the other two 0

Some fault displacements were noted but the major component of 
displacement seems to have been vertical, i, e* normal or block faulting*

The basaltic flows seem to have resisted shearing and to have 
failed with a sharp fracture, thus fault zones, along which there has 
apparently been qrlte a bit of movement, are still sharp and narrow. The 
only formation which cooM be called a shear aone occurs in a small exposure on 
the east side of the basin which is mostly syenite although both the syenite 
and hoot rock are sheared 0 The shear strikes north-west.

The east-west faults generally correspond in position to flow tops 
although these are poorly defined and it is difficult to assess how much of 
the alteration, which invariably occurs in these areas, is due to faulting, 
flow-top conditions,or subsequent unrelated hydrothermal alteration.

(c) Breogiation
True breccias are found only in two places (J and K) both associated 

with north-south faults. In case (J) a breccia of sheared diabasic or dioritio 
basalt has been sealed by calcite, jnd in the other case a breccia in silicified 
basalt has apparently been repeatedly reopened and cemented with quartz, th*1- 
last phase being a strikingly red jasper. Some low values were found in this 
latter breccia.

Both breccia zones are very small and cannot be shown on the scale 
of the accompanying map.

Ground Magnetics

The ground magnetic chart shows a prominent area of'low magnetic 
intensity occupying a position roughly that of the basin-like depression in the 
west end of the property.

From this large area of magnetic lows, two arras of about-equally low 
magnetic intensity extend eastward across the property.

The northernmost of these extensions of the low area seems to conform 
quite closely to the belt of rhyolite across the property but no such rhyolite 
occurs wit}; the southern, and larger, belt of low. Pending the result of thin- 
section analysis of the many speoJbnens collected over this 'low' area it can 
only bo considered at present as the product of a non-magnetic flow* It is 
peculiar that the rhyolite body (A) in the east end of the.property, does not 
correlate with the magnetic low but lies iwtnediately south of it.

Regarding the large area of magnetic low, some of it probably corres 
ponds to the extension of the rhyolite band end the south end apparently consists 
of the projection of the non-magnetic flow (shown in light green on the map). 
There is however no explanation, from examination of the outcrops, for the much 
greater extent of the low in the western part of the property. It is obviously 
much more extensive than can be attributed to either the rhyolite band or the 
non-magnetic flovr.
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Economic Possibilities

If there had been no values at all in the many samples collected 
and sent for assay there would be no hesitation in recommending that the 
projwty be dropped, even though about half of the property is covered 
with overburden.

When some low values, although non-commercial, were obtained, it 
is an indication that potential ore-bearing solutions have been introduced 
into the area. Jf places can be found where these solutions have been 
introduced in greater quantity then greater concentrations of'ore minerals 
may occur. The detailed mapping indicates that such a concentration does 
not occur within the outcrop area. The ground magnetics indicate that the 
area within the basin is different, at least magnetically, from the outcrop 
areas. The only possibility of an economic concentration is vithin this 
magnetically different area.

RKGOHMKNDATIONS

No further mapping or surface work is recommended. The possibility 
of deriving any further pertinent information, from examination of the outcrops, 
has been exhausted.

Any further work on the property must consist of drilling within 
the basin-like depression.

"R. W. Johns"

Oct. 15, 1951
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Report on Ground Magnetometer Survey 
Barnet-Thackeray Claims Group II

A ground magnetometer survey of 23 claims was conducted to provide 
detailed information for use in studying areas of local interest within the 
claim group. The complexity of aeromagnotics and scattered geological in 
formation was found to be insufficient for detailed interpretation and it was 
expected that the ground magnetics would assist in developing a structural 
map of the claims 0

The survey was begun in December 1950 by a Dominion Gulf Company 
magnetometer party consisting of Messrs. W. E, Whitford and R. Jutras. The 
survey was discontinued in January 1951 to wait for more favourable weather 
conditions* A second Dominion Gulf Company magnetometer party consisting 
of Messrs. R. Hodgins and R. McDonald completed the survey during May and 
June of 1951. Both these parties were directed and supervised by Mr* B. M. 
Middleton, Geophysicist, assisted by Mr* R. W* Johns, Geologist.

Magnetometer observations were made at intervals of 100 feet 
along picket lines generally spaced 400 feet apart. In areas of extreme 
gradient or complex magnetics the station intervals were reduced and addi 
tional lines cut for greater detail. A total of 2047 observations were made 
along 32.4 miles of profile.

The measurements were made with a Schmidt Balance-Type Askania 
Magnetometer having a sensitivity setting of approximately 20 gammas per 
scale division.

The contoured ground magnetic data is presented on a map of the 
claim area at a scale of 400 feet per inch. This nap was prepared in the 
Toronto office of Dominion Gulf Company.

The contoured ground magnetic data were used by Mr. Johns as 
guides in mapping the geology on the claim group, and they will be used in 
developing a structural map from the surface geology that was mapped. 
No other interpretation of these data has been made.

D. Torrens
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BAKKET TiiACKEKAY TWP. CLAIMS 
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Magnetic Interpretation

The contoured ground magnetic date is presented on the attached semi- 
transparent Map which is intended as an overlay to the geological map and 
chould be eo positioned before .any attempt is nade to understand this in- 
terpretotion.

The claim block is divided magnetically into two areaa comprising 
rouchly the eastern end western halves of the property.

The eastern half of tho claiia block is characterised by complex mag 
netics. Many local J zed highs and lows of large amplitude are superimposed 
on a larper series of hichs and lows also of large amplitude.

The localized condition, where highs and lows of large amplitude follow 
each other very rapidly, is due to surface concentrations of laagnetite In 
local "pods". Because of the wagnotic phenomena fl bottom effect w BOO 
figures 6 and 7, tho hif-hs which Day be off scale in amplitude are followed 
by lows of similar magnitude which are definitely negative raagnetically and 
extend below the regional triaene tic level. As Mentioned above this is due 
to e localised surface concentration of Magnetite,

There are two areas of this type of complex raagnetios on the map.

(1) The southern bolt, between the eastern half of clalia L56961 and 
tho south western corner of olalra L 57062,

(2) The central belt, in claira L 56952 and the western part of claim 
L 56953.

Plotting a profile across tha property shows the rapid local variation 
which is superimposed on larger aioioalies which also are of large amplitude. 
( Fig, l scale 400 ' * l inch ) Fig. 2. shows these larger anomalies across 
the portion of Kamet Thackeray Gioup II surveyed in 1950 and tho tie line 

,'; with the survey of 1951* which is also plotted,

It can be BOOT that there is a series of hifjhs and lows of large am 
plitude apain superimposed on e regional magnetic hi^h. The cround magnetic 
survey has not been extended far (bough south to cover the southern end of 
the regional high anomaly but it tes been shown dotted as indicated by the 

fr etlcs.

Two problems are included l the interpretation of those larger
anomalies.

(i) V.'hot onuses the larpe hn^ and low anomalies? 
(ii) V.'hat causes the regional Magnetic hi(jh?
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Considering first the regiona? Magnetic hifch it appeai/e frora the 
examination of the rocks that this increase in roannetite IB due to reorys- 
talliaation of the rocks which has been accoioanied by R release of magnetite 
apparently when ferromagnesian minerals are reorystallized to feldspars. 
Isocal segregations of this released iwignetite produces the localised magnetic 
complexity previously dirsouzsaed.

Thus the renional magnetic high and the local complexity can be explained 
by recrystallization.

The cause of the recrystallization way be either heating or metasomatism, 
or both resulting from hydrothermal activity. Indications are that it IB 
hydrothermal alteration which has caused the recrys toll iaat ion.

Still to bo explained tare those large high and low anomalies which occur 
in the regional high. !

At first sight 3 1 would appear that the alternating hinh and low could 
be produced by a non-iaacnetic juoraber enclosed within the magnetic flows. 
The hi#h-low anomaly would be produced byt

(o) the non-magnetic nature of the enclosed moiaber.
(b) contact phenomena at Iho north and south contact of the non-iaugnetic 

motiber.
(c) a "polarity" low due to the inclination of the earths magnetic field 

to the vertical! attitude of the isoclinally folded beds,

Figures 4 end 5 show a theoretical attack on the problem. The curves shown, 
while of tho rjfht shape, are of much ouallor amplitude even though tho effect 
of a concentration of magnetite tit tho contact has been included in Fig. 5. 
(In order to illustrate the resulting curves the vertical scale has had to be 
(;reot]y magnified)

In order to approach the amplitude of tho actual curve some additional 
effect is required. There HTQ two possibilities of producing this extra am 
plitude.

(a) the formations dip to tho south and the added effect is du  to a 
magnetic formation dipping towards the south, thus cutting tho earths field 
at a hipher angle than would be the case if the formation were vertical. As 
the (jeoloplcal evidence indicates that the formations are vertical or if 
dipping, they dip steeply to tho north, this possibility must be ruled out.

(b) There io a concentration of isagnetite near surface producing n 
Binilnr effect to localized pods but on a rauch larger neale. Figures 6 and 7 
illustrate tho magnetic effect produced by such a concentration,

Figure 8 shown the effect of ouch e concentration being added at the 
contfict of a non-Magnetic i&ersber arid a weiabor with B noderate eiaount of

9 shows ono practical posoiMHty for the production of such a 
condition. There is evidence from previous drillinfj that ooiue rhyolite -



FIG. 4-
APPARCNT RESIDUAL ANOMALY, CONTACT 

BETWEEN MATER/AL PRODUCING MAGNETIC , 
EFFECT "A" AND NON-MAGNETIC nATERlAL TO NORTH

lfl-6,4.



t*tro effect

FIG 5 SHOWING ATTEMPT TO REPRODUCE THE ACTUAL CURVE. BY SIMPLE 

ARRANGEMENT. SOME EFFECT, SIMILAR TO P4G.-6A 7/ 15 ' REQU4PCO ',TO.. COMPLETE 

TWE RECOMSTRUCTIOW.



FIG. 6

(X* dip of cor (h k field

FIG. 7 
CYLINDER AND BLOCK, WITH FINITE DEPTH
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FIG.6 THEORETICAL POSSIBILITY

FIG. 9 PRACTICAL P055I5IL1TY
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fenite Todies in tho erea do dip to the north at e flatter angle than the
apparent dip of tho flows.

This theoretical interpretation was made before the detailed geological 
mapping had been done. When the mapping commenced it was not surprising to 
find that o band of rhyolite corresponded closely with tho northern band of 
magnetic low seeming to substantiate the theoretical interpretation.

Although the nnterinl is called rhyolite it is' apparent that it lo not 
extrusive material but is a rhyolite appearing rock produced by intense 
silicification end albitization along this band which may be a*fault , a flow 
horizon or ra; interflow contact. Tho contacts of tho rhyolite band are 
gradtttionel into the* basalt and no information on dip could be obtained. 
Exposures are poor on this bond,

V.ith tho rhyolite tending at loost in part, to substantiate tho theor 
etical interpretation of Figure 9 along the north bond of magnetic low it was 
surprising to find that tho southern band of magnetic low, ouch the larger band, 
contained no silicification over a considerable portion of its length.

Near line 105 * OOE there are continuous outcrops across the band except 
for an interval of about 30 feot which marks a prominent East - west gully. 
The la/iteriel on either side MIK: for a long distance in either direction both 
north and south is, microscopically, a uniform raediura - to coarse-trained, 
diabasic, basalt flow.

There is no obvious reason, from examination of tho outcrops, to explain 
the anomaly. However referring to Figure 9 it is jiossiblo that the effect 
of tha syenite band (which ip considered to confine the solutions) could be 
obtJiiried if thy solutions were confined to a fault. The fault would bo less 
likely to rigidly confine tho solutions, as tho rhyolite could, thus a Bone of 
leaching could extend on either oide of tho fault. The leaching effect could 
be largely confined to tho Magnetite. This seems the most likely explanation 
of tho southern band of magnetic low.

The belts of complex local anomalies (1), (2), (3) listed in the early 
portion of this interpretation cut off very rapidly on the east and west.
Comparison with the geological map indicates that this cut-off coincides 
closely with fault zones.

Tho southern bolt (1) ends against a north south fault zone on the west 
tmd against e northwest trending fault on the east*

The central bolt terminates on the east against the same north-south 
fault zone that cuts off the west end of the southern belt.

The abrupt reduction in magnetic level appears to be due to the action 
of f tiul li rig or some fwctor confined to the fault Bone, Some silicification 
occurs along the faults but there is no evidence from macroscopic examination 
of the rock to explain the reduction in magnetite.

If the action of faulting is alone responsible for the reduction in 
magnetite, (by shearing the magnetite grains) then there is an indication
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bodies in the eroa do dip to the north at e flatter angle than the
apparent dip of the flov/a,

This theoretical Interpretation wag made before the detailed geological 
mapping had been done. When the mapping coraraencod it was not surprising to 
find that a band of rhyolite corresponded closely with the northern band of 

low seeming to substantiate the theoretical interpretation,

Although the material is colled rhyolite it is apparent that it is not 
extrusive material but is a rhyolite appearing rock produced by Intense 
silicification and albitization along this band which may be a fault , a flow 
horizon or nn into) flow contact. The contacts of the rhyolite band are 
gradational into tho basalt and no information on dip could be obtained, 
Exposures are poor on this bond,

V.ith the rhyolite tending at loast in part, to substantiate the theor 
etical interpretation of Figure 9 along the north band of magnetic low it was 
surprising to find that the southern band of magnetic low, much the larger band, 
contained no silicification over a considerable portion of itr. length,

Near line 105 * GOE there are continuous outcrops across the band except 
for an interve} of about 30 feat which marks a prominent East - west gully, 
The itUiteriel on either side fine- for a long distance in either direction both 
north end south is, macros copioally, a uniform raediuia - to coarse-grained, 
diabasic, basalt flow.

There is no obvious reason, from examination of tho outcrops, to explain 
the anomaly, liowever referring to Figure 9 it lo jiossiblo that the effect 
of tho syenite band (which IB considered to confine the solutions) could be 
obtained if thy solutions were confined to a fault. The fault would bo less 
likely to rigidly confinn tho solutions, as tho rhyolite could, thus a Bone of 
leaching could extend on either Dido of the fault. The leaching effect could 
be largely confined to the rtagnetito. This seems the most likely explanation 
of tho southern band of magnetic low,

The belts of complex local enoiaolies (l), (2), (3) listed in the early 
portion of this interpretation cut off very rapidly on the oast end west* 
Comparison with the geological map indicates that this cut-off coincides
closely with fault zones.

Tho southern bolt (1) ends against a north south fault zone on the west 
find against a northwest trending fault on the east.

The central bolt ternunatoa on the east against the same north-south 
fault zone that cuts off the west end of the southern belt,

The abrupt reduction in Magnetic level appears to be due to the action 
of fouHing os some factor confined to the fault zone, Some silicification 
occurs along the faults but there is no evidence froza macroscopic examination 
of the rock to explain the reduction in magnetite,

If the action of faulting is alone responsible for the reduction in 
magnetite, (by shot' ring the magnetite grains) then there is an indication
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l}\at the north-south and northwest striking fault pattern is later in ape than 
the hydrothoriu&l alteration.

A peculiar development occurs at tho ectreiae oast end of tho property where 
a replacement body of rliyolito r/.atorial occurs south of tho so them belt of 
nuif/netic low. There is an anomalous magnetic hiph oouth of tho rhyolite again 
(anomaly A), Apparently the magnetic low in this aroa is a composite of 
reaction alon" the fmiDt and that aasocifitocl vith the rhyolite.

The area of regional Magnetite hifh ( * 4000 gamiaas ) occupies raost of the 
property but in the extreme north-oast It drops off eastward to the regional 
magnetic 3evol and ell of the anomalies become unidentifiable in this area.

A more intensive interpretation of the anomalies in tho eastern half of 
the property will have to await tho results of thin-section petrographic 
examination of tho largo nuuber of specimens collected from this area.

So far we have discussed the eastern ha3f of the property which is clis- 
tlnfuished by complex megnotios. Considering tho western half of the property, 
the distinctive feature is the large Magnetic low which is nearly circular and 
covers the area which would be occupied by the highly-magnetic rock if these 
flows continue to the west. There is no evidence from the geological mapping 
that these f]ova do not continue across the low in fact all the evidence io 
the.t they do. There ie&lao no evidence that an intrusive body occupies this 
posjtion.

Outcrops are very scarce in the area of magnetic low on tho western part 
of the property. Some of the loagnatic low can be explained by the projection 
of tho northern and southern belt of low across tho aroa but there still remains 
the problem of why tho central bolt of complex magnetic high doas not continue 
to the west jjlso. It wati pointed out that the three belts of complex Magnetic high 
tenziiufted against faults or fault zones. There is evidence that a north-south 
fault eyotem and a northwest fa O t system both intersect In the western half of 
the property, Thio ney wholly, or 5.n part, explain the reduction in magnetite 
hence reduction in magnetic level. There is evidence that silicification also 
accompanies the two fault systems which intersect in the western part of the 
property. There thus seems to be a pood possibility that the central part of 
the anomalous low nt-y be due to intensive silicification.

Silicification IB most intense on other parts of the property where either 
feiult system encounter.'; the oast-vest belts of magnetic low. It seoias probable 
thfrt silicification would bo oven wore intense where footh, systems of faulting 
and the magnetic lows all coincide,

The large magnetic low j B thus considered to bo a composite resulting 
f row j

(a) hydrothermal action alonf an east-west fault.
(b) hydrothermal action alone a belt of rhyolite.
(c) faulting both north-south and northwest.
(d) extensive silicification.

K. W. JOHNS 
Dec, 23/51 
/de
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